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As we have seen: in previous chapters -contemporary:American

cities are oharacterized by an extensive degree of racial residential

segregation as well as distinct pattern of segregation,2'with

ities clustered-around the cityLcenter. Several alternative forces

which could potentially cause this degree and pattern were presented:
,

segregation-by economic class, segregation due to racial prejudice

on the part of whites and '(perhaps) blacks; and segregation due

to white discriminatory. behavior (Which may provide, beyond the

direct constraints, indirect ones via the-reduction in housing

market inforthation available to blacks).

It is important for the purposes of the following analysis to

note that the harms any given degree of racial 'segregation de-'-

Pend -on,' -the.pattern of that segregation as well as on the dominant,

cause of that segregation. That is to saV, -given the current

American degree:of segregation, there is a distinct set of,harms

Which maybe attributed merely to the pattern of blacks being

segregated in

conditions of weak fiscal capacity, concentrations of poVerty,

-deteriorating physical and social environment, etc., irrespective

of the causes of such a patterh. i addition, however, as was

the central city jurisdiction with its condomitant

demonstrated in the previous chapt1r the dotinant'force,causing



_is. Part

pa ern Ofsegregation,iaday, antis Win_

. .
.aniar 'cause Of segregation generates .1

irre tive of what

One might wonder

attern 'it produces.-
a

omiunique,harms

why uch a concepti4al distinaion
e

ortant

porarY scene:is,characterized by a oonconsidering that the cote

,unction of both a dominan discriminatory auase and Centralized

pattern of segregation. e reason is, that the payoffs and oader

social',implications of pot_ntial public policy options regarding'

segregation.vary dramatically depending on their approach to

questi of degree, iatte n, and, cause e.g.:

a) maintaining the d gree of segregation and the magnitud
of tfte discrimina.ory cause but changing the pattern

moving the .hetto-en masse to o-A suburban area)
might reduce-some harms associated-with'the centralized
ghetto patoterrt.,. b-t would leave unchanged 'a variety Of
other harms due to involuntary segregation.

cell-415,HzC d pafiern
b) reducing the of segregation by eliminating dis-

crimination:might -till result in_.some centralized
concentrations Of lacks due to economic class segrega-

xtion) whenpe/the, harms Of- discritinatory forces would
be-eliminated fOr a l blacks although pbor-blacks
would still bear th harms of centralization.

reaucingi the otar f-rail

discrimination and
-still result in some
due t voluntary, pr
case one might presu
to bear the-associat

-pm-ften . by elimiffating
rer-i-iciet'lly economic clattes might

clustering of blacks,
judicial reasons, but in such a.
e that blacks would-be willing,
_d harms. O.

Put somewhat differently, the osts of segregation and discrimina-
gf

measured without\reference ,to some counterfactualtion cannot be

Scenario, i.e., compared to hat things would be like"
)

some different pattern, extent, and' or cause. Neediest-to say,

a change in the current situation might reduc-
,

costs associated



with that on but 'cause' other, offse ting problems,

nsidered at-a later poiht in this paper
,;

gto triq anal sisrof the hara* of secitegationit:.

should ,bepointedoutthat the attribution of h'arms *11ely to,

physical (residential) segregation is 'a rather-artificial one. As.

will-be shown in the final section.of this -chapter,'phypcgl segre

sgation is both contributor to, .as well-as a product af,

broader,

America.

more pervaSiVe set of racist attitudes andAtructures in.

That ia to say, while-the attempt will be made ta ipOrate.-

effectsA7)f discrimination

in, for example i emplo.

housing.as oppds'ed. to discriminate

one should realize that -both are

mUttAlly finforcing ele t an interdependent systefa called-
:

the'gghettd

Thus having clarified some
.

to the problem, the main thesis

basic digtinc

of this chaptdr

ons and approliches

can be Stated:

The centralized pattern.of urban racial segregation and

Predominant cause

1. -dire dt1

of discriminati6n1

impose significant burdens on minorities through

a Variety of means,-and

indirectly contribute to the'rtainten2

ghetto subsystem which, jn, turh,

problems

lying forces

manner.

ce h

Perpetuates

broader

a variety

under-

rcing

inOrities and., intensifies. the

segregation-dil a- mutually rein



ChaPtetis

sec the direct costs, attributable to the, .

segregation:Areduced job opportunities

aniFatin of' emplOymentAhi4her consumer

costseandAinadequate.pulaiic services

ntral city fiscal capacity. Section ,TII will eicamine

the direct 'Costs created by the discriMinatorycaUse of segrega-
,

,, ,

he; housing prices and the reeulting lower levels.of
._ _

1
consumption aed Uctions in hoMeownership.potential via.

f
,

lending ? ipstitutitini discriminationand/or broker "steering",
i .c.. hit' r cceAsyfrote precce vt*4 +0,14.t- ouicF,...4ii:A^1-4..7 1, p.

rreductions. irv_ of alternative public service-packages,,
1

hoUein

and host of socio-psychblogical problems.jhe relationship

between:physicai4se4regation'and the broader. framework of the
0.

ghetto will bp,analyzed Section IV and the indirect coSts

of segregat)on in terms or reinforcing other racist attitudes

struct

a summary'

wilJ:be7-disaussed. final section

kindingS. Throughout, attention will be paid tyo

vital questione relating to the harms

ain u a.newered

reseal-46h..

of segregation, whit

-idilg directions

I

uture



Centralized Patter

/ As demonstrated

e al segregation is

es in" central city areas

earlier chapters, co4temporary American

these aF

characterized by .concentrations of minor

"their

Such a turn, o1 concentration

limited job potential, housing stock,

fiscal capacity', etq creates particular problffffis for minorities

ctive,Of the: reasons whitthey

Ferman. (1968), pr instance, notes tha.t

s in )these areas :m"ai"n,

If this single, or everwhelmingl
were replacedrEi .numerous' &fall
Negro settlements, in a'large n
dictions, most of the 41:ndiredt c
ion- would 7i 6r-be mitigated.

J

Reduced Job OpportUni

'dominant, Negroghet
and widely dispersed:
-ek ofpolitical
is of housing segrega'
disappear entirely."

The progressive decentral.2 o )obs in metropolitan

areas has made suburban residence ind

n terms of maximizing employment.opportunitis

attractive -,
accessibility.r

neighbor-Yet, minorities,tend to 'be concentrated in .the oldest

6

hoods of'tba ventral city whepcd various employment

must be forgone or, at best, become associated with

costly, and time - consuming trips from the.qh_tto.
0

Opportunities

In=



The genera ob Aecentraii ation%is a well-documented
0

fact;-6.f Rarrison (1974) Friedlander (1972

6-7) Wha4e progrios,ications_of_

and 'A cohtinued absolute decline

Kain (in Wilson, 1908) and Downs (1968) )\ have-proven, unfounded

U.S. Civil Rights

eleratlng-disperstal

11 central city e loyent (c.f.

, A

bised on evidencetfromrthe aate 1960's and early 19t0 's (c.f..
1

Friedlander (1972, Ch. 2.) Lewis Q.969) and Harrison (19.4, Ch.2)).
.

jthe fact remains that ignificant job opportunities continue- to

p in,. regions located ever farther from t :redominant r
0

inoritie. Such a. situation can be seen

adversely affect mir 0_ities for three reasons.

residential areas

to

Initially, it ha been%agued that the emp ent grOWth'in
N--

those classifications which have tradi ionally'been held by minori-

-ties (low ,and has h

-in suburban vs. central cityarea-

Culardly prevalent

(c.f. ihan, W-4sod,

1968) teleiber (1914 and.,AdVisCry Comm. sio in Inter-

govern ental.Relat: (1968)). 4 The repi4lt has been' the- famous

claim of "mismatch -JOT./ ;kill endowments of

minority labor coupi.146t-with 'the white co-

skill)', character sties of tnoge few .olo c eeee Ot-ill grdng
f,

in central cities. SeVe-r41 studies have.dtacke this/claim
" ,

,

{o. f. Harrison (19/4, Chv 3)). ewis'(19.69) studied the chaT.ges
t ,

in jObs per capita in 15 SMSA"id from 19'53-196-5 And guard ti t`

for all type oil industries there was 'pm gpreasing number4Ci'J-
lag's per central:City'resident: tenon

this analysis for particular emajoy

(1970, 1971) egended4

fit groUps in 8 SMSN's4or



'slightl

howed; that while low, and serni-skikled jobs ,did grow,

fastek" suburbS, five-seventhS of the net overall central

ere-in se -cdtegorries, and-exceeded-the-,--unem

anent of c htral 'city Persons. No (in

similar tests,fdr

.skilled jobs wee

19nfprtunately for
0-,

been taken by

ecine,,1970) conduCted
J

9 cities in 1968 and also concluded that un -'

4
progressively easier to find 'in central cities..

,
. ,-,--4

.. \

minorities, mbst of such job opportunities have

- commuting suburbanites, (Frenon, 1970 1971)-sqggesting,

that disFririnatory emplo mellfpracticeX, ather than tesident,al

segrega ion, tare the r60 = of the problem.

) The second factor leeding f c ceptrelized segregation to

i1

lowered

physical

-ployment opportunities deals'with information. The

i olation.of'the ghetto ma- :prevent potential workers

from receiving futland accli,ate information
LIQ r _

opening 'especially if ,ghetto;' use more informal-,'uns'ystematic
t*,

ut available job

tyes of job'.,sea h techniques

Rayack

see

Hilaski

J1
f. -Rain (1968).and Lufie and

1?66)4.. ..Bureau of tabor Statistic `'surveys of'the jthb-
,

thol0 of ghetto an non-ghqtto persons in 68-69,(c.f

(1971)) have j.odic tEd no significant differences in tech-
.

.niques betwee_ these,groups. They do Show, howevei, thaip

f the.itechAi uep used ingolvsddirect contact-wit4

fem.ployers (which isAifficult in'suburban'a.reas for hettoites),

arid anothe2 fcurth fnvalved relatives

neither:of which may have ad-

of "community- organs":

uat/ ormatioh about -uburban

opportunities given the paucity of Aiority familia

area). 't

ity with that

41



f

The factor related to-lowered em ployment opportunitieS:

bricerns, arisporPation. 7 The difficulty, in tkanspOrting oneself
,

.

.., . !. 4 .
.

--rom,a centi 1 -hetto tc-46potential suburban job have been widely .:::rL.___ :4 -7_ 7
have

4

doqpmented __. Dodion.- (196.0, Meyer_ et, al. X1965, Ch. 7):Kair!
.

; Meyers (1§70), Kain (1968 KeinersCoMm on,(1968), Ornati (1969),,
. J

at 9o, f1970, Ch. 6) Foreman (1971, ch. 4). enable automobile

wiiich may be tested foi-certain Suburban Uorktkips 4 obviously
. .

.
. 1_,

beyond the finanCil f _ans of, many - potential. minority employes',
6

(c.f. Kain ancf M 1970)) anethe inadequacy of public transit

alternatives is manifest (c.f. California Governor's Commissio4
se,

1 . 0*
419p51, Myer, pt. al. (1965), and Ornati (1969=)) that's morethat's ,..

4 2 . 1
. ,

the demonstrated low responSe to special transit projects for4
transpOrting 4hettoites to Subu an kplaces (c.f. Lewis (1969).

.

t
f.

,

ancljr.'S Dept'.- of Labor (1971)) suggests that; even if technically
..04

teas hie, the time, comfort, and out-of-pocket costs of lengthy

A.gitysuhurb comm utes may-over de the pptential gain of-1ilokii4,
. .

holdingfo ' ajob there. FurtheLntore, even if a ghettoite

does accept suburban employment it PS likely he/she will spend

more time and money to readri,.u h job than p suburbanite working

in the cena.l city f. Nwmah.,

(1969, Ch.l)).

Dbviously, the Ultima--

1-

on the dem =stration of so

centralized pattern

of employment, arid

967) , Morgan (1967), Ornati

validity of these three factorsipsts

statistical relationship between the
4

of minority -segregation, the'dis ersal.battern

degree of vinorty employment or unemploy-

ment. On tins ppint there h s been a ,great deal of debate (cf.

ifarrison (1974 ) and l. (17)). The



ft statistical study, in this
C
fegard

.

-a-s conducted by Hain. (19'68)

using .data from Detroit (1952) and Chidago (1150.. Hain found ,
. .i

c-itiAsT,the-proptirtion--of-ilaCk 1-ttwhite-workers-tin a
.

i

workplace zonewas'dliftctly related to the propOrtion'of black

living id that zone and inversel related, to-distances from the'living iii

_

zone to black: residential areas. An.estimalitr of the aggregate
/

emploltment impact of sfgreg.ition was made by simula__ ng- expected

black employmit in zonest given perfect'raciai irytegratiod, and
, . ,-.

revealed a job loss of Z2-25,000 in Chicago: nd 4-9,000

Detroit. The reliability of this estimate has been-questioned
/

by Offner and Saks '(197l), who
.

used the same data but showed
, ,

- 0 010

with a different specification of. the'model that a diSpersal
.

O'fblack poPulaavvcoUld result in a net loss of black jobs.
3-

Mooney (1969) specified a different relatiOnShip and tested

sing 1960 census data for 25 SMSA's.' His "ghetto-' employment
-0_

(variable was deLed as the product of labor force participation
4

rate and'employmeRX rate for those central city tracts in which

nonwhites constituted mode than 50

median family-income was less than

f the population. nd which ,

o --thirds of the SMSA median.

Mooney foilnd that ghetto employment wad (strongly) inversely re-

lated to SMSA overall unemployment rate s) and directly,relatdd.

fto the 51-,re of SMSA jobs located in the central city and the

proportion of lacks who lived _in the central city but'worked

in the subu

potentially o

(a claimed proxy for "accessibility" but alto

for job discrimination) .
4

Unfortunutely, none

of the above studies-provided controls for differen-es in6the
5.

c aracteristics of local 'labor forces or labor market structures.

10



1(1

Friedlander (l97t )attempted to provide such contrqls in his,

use of 19604. ensus and 1966 1, or Department ata for a samplepf''

nder_specilled_three diffq_reat regreaaion,k

models of,nonwIite central city unemployment rates. The firs-
.

,
used variables proxying for attribUtes of, the nonwhite 1a4or4.

force like -Lrime, health, welfare,°Iand education levels, an

index of discrimination4in employment, and a residential segre-

gatianinds!)t, and*foupd'.the laSt factor insignificant in both

1960 and 2966. The other two.Models foctibed On labor market

structural chardtteristics (both static and Cyclical) such as

manufacturing. wages, nonwhite labor force participation, employ-

ment and migration changes, and an index of employment dispersal.

IN both models for 1966- greater dispersal of jobs'shoWed a sig=7

nificantly positive correlation with h gher. nonwhite !unemployment

rates.6*.test of combining elements of allthree models into a,

single equatiCn and testing for potential interactions between

segregation, j0b dispersal, and nonwhite unemployment, reteris,

ari was notunfctunatelr, attempted.
P,

The evidence from multiVariate statistical analyses suggests,

herefofe, that there is an association between the centralized

-pattern of-segregation and a diminution of. black fbb Opportuni-

-ties, although the magnitude of this effect is debatable and

the exact- echanism through which -the relationship is formed

remains unclear. All of this analysis beg the crucial, counter-

factual question, hoWevert would minority employment actually

increase if the centralized -ghetto was dis.ersed, ceteris paribus?

The conventional wisdom has been glib on this point (q.f. Kain



d Per (1969) . :Downs (1968 ) , Keirn Commission.

variety of studies cimt doubt'on this position.

Harrison 7 Ch. 4)1) challenges whether subu

of minoritieg would gigniftdantly improYe their employppnt

opportunities. He finds ,from he 0E0's 1966 economic opportunity
(4,

sample of the---12 largestoSMSA's t4Flt nonwhite uhempl yment-rates

and median earnings show little variation across central city

poverty.areas, other dentralici y'tareas and _uburban rings.,

Kain yonFurstenberg, 1974) has rejoined that these findings.

bear,t the relevance to the; issue of employment opportunitie6

nce the peculiarities df the.spatialdistribution of hollAing

qualities ay's.ilable to minorities bias the results. 'That is,

most nonwhite -Suburban residentd live in a few.po'ckets'of

.relatively low quality housing or .in rural parts of metropolitan

counties, ile middle7class nonwhites usually find the-best

available housing in neighborhoods-cotermin_ with even

subsections of)' central city poverty tracts. 1t is not Sur
P

prising,.the5,- that suburban residence does not appar markedly
4

§

superior from viewi ng aggregate cross-sectional data.

A more direct test o the.effedt of suburbanizatidn is

.-ko.Yided by Hutchinson.'s (in vdn Furstenberg,,1974) study in-
)

.volving dispersed black communities in the Pittsburgh region.

in 1967., Hutchinson-estimated the probability of.an- individual*

being employed based on race, sex, age, educati_25, accessibility

to eMployment opportunities within the appropriate job-search

zone (depending on the-Individual's mode of transportation),
7

and a Taeuber index of'segregation for that zone. e ressions
I

12

S.
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'for blackd'in central city. anc fringe poverty zones indicated that

segregatioihin their potential work zone did not significantly

redlice theiPrprobab4ity of employment in the fokmer areas. but did in

the.latter:_-each 1% increase in fringe area segregation de'creased

,theme_ probability Of suburb.an tilacks being employed by 4%. Itwasi

als efouhd that the added employment accdssibility provided by.

having an auto ws's,ignificant ;for blacks in all areas, althoug

variati1mis in 10 a fic transport-related accessibility were not,:

Thus, while the results support earlier claims about the relation-

ships-of accessibility, uto-ownership, segregation (at least in

some areas) and empl-yment, the spe6ffic type of minority dispersal

envisioned i the counterfactual scenario (especially sex, age,

andeducati-o_ Crucially affeZts the potential payoffs (c.f. Hutc

son (in vonFurstenberg, 19-74, pp. 93-94)).

Conclusion

The evidence- suggests that there is a i6-gative correlation

between the relative centrality Of nonwhite segregation/dispersion

job opportunities and minority emplOymertlevels. Furthermore,

even in situations where no loss of a minority job occurs, there

still is a welfare loss due to the time - consuming, expensive

commutes which such a separation of residence and workplace

necessitates.

More research is needed in order to discover which of the

three potential mechanisms by which this association is trans-
.

mitted id rnost important here. For instance, newer data con-



13_

cerning the cen ral city and suburban growth of jobs matching the

skill levels of segregated minorities are needed, in order to con-,
form what appears to be a break in the pre-1965 dispersal trend.

MoreAetailed-analyses of the methods and adequacy of minority,

job search techniques i required, especi411y-concern4ng the ee-

lationship between quality/quantity of information obtained and

the geographic separation ofresidence and potential work place.

Finally, additional studies of curre=nt' minority transport avail-

ability and adequacy are suggested.

The great difficulty in quantifying the-costs of reduced'j

opportunity/accessibility relates to the coun'terfact_ 1 scenario--
v7-

how such would such conditions improve under different alternatives?

Hutchinson's (`in'vonFurStenberg, 1974) work, for instance, suggests

that a change from a central ghetto pattern to one 6f:several,

suburban, ghetto communities may not improve job opportunities as

much as more general dispersal. Yet this study, as all others,

has not followed minority workers'longitudinally as they subUrbb,n-

ized, and thus has only limited relevance. t- the question "what

if . Yet, as noted by FriedenAin Mingo, 1972, p. 38):

Residential location in itself is only one fActor of
many that contribute to racial inequalities in jobs and
indOmes. . . Conceivably even living in the suburbs,
closer to centers of new job growth, does not suffice'
to bring black people into good communication,with the
job market.. If public transportation between central-
city locations and the new industrial tJarks i poor,
it is probably no better in the suburbs. The worker.
without.a dependable car is probably equally disad-
4iantaged in both places. Or perhaps living in the
suburbs does help peOple cope with problems of
communication and transptation, but it does not
provide-workers with new job ikills nor does it deal
with discrimination in hiring. . Opening up
more suburban housing to the black poor may be help-
fulin terms of 'employment, but the evidence Suggests
that it is not decisive.

1,1
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Nevertheless, even giyen the difficulty n quantifying the cost of

. reduced 'job opportunities/acceseibility due tdouelack 'of longi-

tudinal data and our inability to identify the appropriate counter-

factual reference point, these costs arp real and non-trivial. The

centralized pattern of segregation clearly places constraints on

minority individuals'job gearche, employment choices, and work-
'

trip mode, length, ana cost alternatives. Given the existence of

-severe constraints in any maximization problem, the presumption

must be that the ultimate levels of well-being achieved are less

than those which would be attainable 'in alternative situations

involving fewer constraints.

Higher Consumer Prices

Theye is A preponderance of evidence to suggest that prices

for comparable items are significantly higher in central city

poveity areas: than in non-poverty area (c.f Caplovitz (1967),,

Sturdivant Tabb (1970); Sowell (1975) ,' Ch. 6)., Yet a

variety of questions exist concerning what proportion of such

Consumer price differences can be attributed to blatant. merchant

discrimination against the poor of any race vs. blacks of any

income, and what proportion may be attributed to the higher

costs of operating a business in a centralized ghetto. The

,

latter point will be considered here, and the
*

relegated for discussion in Section III below,

er will be

There exist a variety of factors which undoubtedly increase

the cost Of-retail idAeration in central city areas which in

turn, are -reflected in higher consumer prices. As pointed out

'5
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lory-a Federal Trade Commission'Report (in Sturdivant, 1969, p..104),

"FractiCally all of the substantially higher gross margin of t=he

low-income market, retailers were offset by higher expenses and did

not resin markedly higher net profits a a percentage of/tales."

Netrertheless,-even in the absence of retailer discrimination,.the

mere fact of a centralized pattern'of minority residents in such

arenas -of higher retail coats and prices represents a distinct

diminution in their: real purchasing power compared to a Situation-
11.

where minorities were not so centralized.

The traditional argument behind higher ghetto retail costs

rests on the preponderance of inefficient " "mom -and -pop` stores

as opposed to branches of large scale chain Stores (c.f. Sowell

(1975, Ch. 6) and Sturdivant (in Sturdivant, 1969). The factors

usually cited for such a situatiqn are the lower inventory turn-

over, the higher costs of insurance, Jilferage /vandalism losSes;

etc., all of whi6h are attributable to the concentrations of,

poverty and. crime in the area and not necessarily the centralized

location.

Yet, centrality in and of itself.may,raise business'costs

and especially discourage larger scale opprations, given the

higher land prices per acreage and the resultant higher densi-

ties of land usage in central vs. suburban areas (c.f. Ede]. and

Rothenberg (1972, Ch. 2), Alonso (1970), Muth 11971), and Beck-

mann (1969)). Central pity stores would face higher site costs,

a faCtor especially critical for more land_extensive operations.

Higher city density would also be a factor in raising the risk

of fire hazards (and resultant insurance rates) This latter

aspect may betxacerbated by the,eprevalence of older, deterilbrated.

6



structures in central ghetto areas as well. as will be

shown in Section C below, central stores.may ,als0 face higher

tax burdens. Unfortunately, virtually nothing is known

quantitatively about the significance of these effects in

asing central city firms' costs. or affecting the type of-

stores which do business, there .

Conclusion

There is reason to believe that the central location the

.ghetto iay, in itself, create higher consumer pices fox minor-
,

ties due to the 'higher costs of doing business in central city

areas (independent of the poverty status of-such areas).8

VittUally no research has been done to analyze intra-metro-

politan variations in retail business costs or to what-degree

such variations can be traced to the socioeconomic profile of

,the area ,ip which business is conducted, as opposed to pure

centrality effects. Given this, no fihrt conclusions about the

severity of this harm can be made.

C. Inadequate Public Services

The centralized pattern of racial.segregation creates a host

problems fdr inoritids simply:-because of the weak fiscal capa-.

f the central city political jurisdiction, in which they

reside. The aging housing stock and the-associated concentra-

tions of poverty, fire,. and health hazards, the decayiPg. munidipal

pdysi al facilities, the use of Central city public services by

nonresident commuters, and (in the case of older,' Northern cities)

1.7



strong municipal unions and entrenched bureaucracies and an exodus

of population, combine t- splay he central city on, the horns of

the dilemma of weakening tax base in' the, face of rising costs

(c.f. Peterson in Gorham and Glazer, 1976), Heilbrun (in Edel

and Rothenberg, 1972) and Advisory Commission on Inter govern--

mental Relations (1967)). This forces central city residents

into the 'unenviable tradeoff' of= either reducing public perviet-

to a,level which'is affordable, or increasing them to the point

where they are adequate, thodgh financially burdensome. As

More, issues dealing with discriminatory.ctionp against

minorities within jurisdictions will be considered in Section II

below. Here we concern ourselves only ,with harms to minorities

stemming irom their concentrated, residence in a fiscally-unsound,

political jurisdiction.

The tax biArdens bSrn by central city residents are hig

absolutely and as a percentage of income, than those'born by

residents of thOse jurisdictions ringing the central city.

Advisory Comtission on intergovernmental Relations data (1970,

Tables 8 -1©) show that 1 66-67: central city municipal ex-

penditures were $58 per capita higher than those of their suburban

ring jurisdictions, municipal taxes were $45 per capita higher,

and intergovernmental aid was only $6 per `capita -higher. The

concentrations of poverty in these central city jurisdictions,

coupled with the' fact that about 80% of local tax,revenue is

raised through the regressive property tax-,.1 ads to the situation

mhere'municipal taxes consume a higher portion of a central city

resident's income than is the case for suburbanites: 6.1%-vs.



only 4.3% in 1967 (c.f. Advisory Commission (1970,

Newer data indicatO'this-trend to-be Continuing. in
0

(c
.4 ,

. 7

Peterson J0 Gorham and Glazer, 1976)). This image of

able 12)).

the 1970'

centralfcity7auburban fiscal inequity is further strengthened

by the preponderance of,evidence demonstrating the Uncompensated
L

use of central- ity services by suburban commuters (c f. Neenan

(1572) and Harrison

The aforementioned relatively higher central citY public

service expenditure 1 4vels mu at not-,be interpreted as an in-

\tlidatc$ ct a higher "quality",of municipal services., On-the

contrary,.. it -is likel- that it is a measure of the need to

fight more fires, solve more crimes, etc. per capita with municipal

workers being paid .higher aalaries than their suburban counterparts,,

although it has been very difficult for researchers tO sort out,"

quality v. cost effects in public services-(c Adams (in Edel

-.and Rothenberg 1972)). In one particular type of public service,

however, the effect of lower quality which has been born by t4nori-
, %

ties is clea;: public education.

Up until the late 1960's casual empiricism hhd supported

conventional wisdom of the relative inferiority of the black du47

cational system crnpared to whites(cf. Sexton (1961) , S'_lber

(1964)). Then', in 1966, the comprehensive Equal Educational Op-

portunity Survey conducted and the data analyzed by Coleman
_

(1966). His analysis indicated that, on the average nationwide,

black pupils: received fewer mental tests, had a less adequate

4
supply of textbooks, remedial courses, and accelerated courses,

had teachers of lower qualifications, had,greater numbers of

19
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,p pila pdr room, and had fewer

most

1

chS.

rated- to academia achieve

19

some. of the'facilities that seeti

ent, 1ik science and lariguage

urtIler'analyses of these and other data byJencks (1972,

2,3) revealed that the net effect of the variety, Of
:.

tiOnal quality. due 24720%

'of.t1)black-white gap in mean sdores.ontstandaFdized tedts.
.

While e met odolog ies employed in the above. studies have
''---

,

..---

, 4

oome:under heavy,ori icism Mosteller and MOynihah (;p7))

it is significApt that cl _
t.-

iAterraol 1 var atiors in achool
0

. ,

quality Were detect-d, eVeh though the sampling teOhnique _of ---1

s provide data about their Schools
k

(at their option) undoubtedly overstatedlthe

aying prinaipals and tea

ghetto schoolsT,espetilAy' the worst ones

unloktunate thatto resPorid at all) .
9

true qualityf,

o were unlikely

the data,
F
flawed

as they may by were not stratified so as to show quality

differential; between black and white schools within'juriir.

dictionsas well as those between black central cit `districts

Vs. white suburban ones. More recent evidence suggests that

A

the latter situation may have deteriorated further since*these

A 1

surveys., While intra- jurisdiction segregation ha-s been dropping,.

inter-jurisdiction educational segregation (the Major problem

being analyzed here) has risen dramatically (c. f.. Coleman and

Kelly (in GorhaM and'clIn4er,r976, *Table 6)).

1

There is little doubt that the concentration of minorities

in a central city poItical jurisdiction with'w ak fisoaldapadity

20



creates ever-increaing ta.K

ve t in.punitipal,

urcAns. wit ttle, if any, correspOnd-

Documentation of the

S_ies in central city7suh bur en iur
.. ..

' .

iiubevidence On plc sevce.qual i is lty s ees-so., Ma: or sy Steinatic
.,

,
.

clear, but the

studieS have pnly been-'-g-ohdu an the area of public e utatiori,

and Wshile they'demolitr

ifferenial, they. did'not

he expected in terra ial school quali
I

nsider-whethef theeisourc of s

r4 gferential was _,due to njEra-jurisdictional discrimin Lion or

-inter-jurisdictional inequities in tax
4 , /.

said about 2ther types Of public serVi-es- Vptil further research

is condddted'which can make 'intra- and inter-jurisdidtional corn-

parisons of municipal tax cost6 p_ 1.;nit'of''utluality" of Public
.

se Even less can

4.

10
serviges, th quantification of t1ie problem ma.ins difficult.

I. Costs Due t the Discr inatory Cause ofd Segrega Lion,

AIn th following sections we outline the oz rolls harms.
.v . ,

minorities which are wrought from the varietyof disc iAinatory

cticfs existent in society. While such practi es are the

main cause of the centralized pattern df segregatiom

today, there are 'distinct s resultant from-dis imination
4C1J

which do not depend on theVsegregation.patterno

A. Higher Housir9g , rices /Reduced Housing __onsumption

'Housing market discrimination's

of prices minorities pay for-housing as

by Whites for cotparahle housingvThe

crim 11ation is to artifidAlly rest-ict,
.

L-

21

effect the reasinT,

compared to .those paled

impact of disco

the supply °f dwellings
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available to minorities.,_- either d. --ctly thr'cugh blatant, exclusion

or pricediscriminatiOn, real estate broker'"iteering,w etc., or
r

indirectly:via increasing minority housing Search/inform tion

costs. 3ln either base, minority demand for dwellings in

"ghetto submarket" will eeive an added-fillip due t iscrimin-

aEion,.leading. to ,the price divergncy.
11,

1 ..

As pointed out in
N

the previous chapter, varietyv of empirien, .

.

----,
',

ft

.studies have attempted to isoMte the pine interfacial. price effect'
.

d-eo disoriminatibn. It was shown that only those studies whoSe-
,

model specifications standardized for individual residential
r°.

pAtructural and neighborhood characteristics and made interracial
3

price colitparisons for suc comparable dwellings within the same

neighborhoods produced legitimate estimates. To review these

_.

-studies' results brieflying and Mieszkowski (1973) found that-

in 196.8-69 New,Haven black Zenters pa d'8 more in "blackwhite
,

boundary zones" (3-60% black occupancy) .than whites did. for
in Wiese. zoncS

.comparable flatsV, and femaie-h ed black,hous olds paid even

more: Gaper (1977) found that in 1967 st, uis middle class

blacks (with mid ale aged'heads, average amilies) faced an

discrimination markup of 20-50% over white prices in

areas bbrdering the ghetto (35=80% black occupancy). No distinct

markups' were discovered for other black income classes or family-

typecategories. linger (forthcoming) analyzed the same 1967

St. Louis data for owners with a different model' specificationLouis _

and concluded that blacks a. a group raid 15% more than whites

within any given neighborhood. Finally Schafer (forthcoming)

found that. in Boston in 1970 ghetto blacks paid from 13.5 ,to

2



515. re ith ghetto whites for equivalent housing, depending
0.

on the quality of the bun r- Blacks paid more than' whites in

transition and city predominantly white areas for six

of eight, hous -ing - quality types consideredp.the highest ,markup

22

being 3p.9% in the, former and 13 9% in the latter areas. 'Blacks

alsot-paid` thote than whites in'Isuburban areas, with-the- differentia

ranging fzomf E151% depending again on the housing quality involved.

In um,`the sophisticated econometric evidence provides, conclusive -

evidence of -ate existence and-severity of higher h_uping prices

due. to di'sorimination, 6specillly for middle- income or female-

headed black households seeking higher quality houzing..

12 '

Given such inflated housing priced, economic consumer demand

theory suggests that blacks would Ater their purchasing patterns.

so as to consume relative4y less ho'tising vs. other goods compared

to whites with comparable incomes and pre erences (given some

13
.

positive elasticity of demand). Interracial housing consumption

differentials provide independent evidence of -the existence- of

housing discrimination (c.f..Straszheim (1974),).-

Two major econometric studies have discd-vred such -a differ-

ntial consumption Kain and Quigley (1975) used 1967
0 0

St. Louis data to estimate "hoUsingconsumption functions" for

'four housing-attributes (dwelling and neighborhood quality,

interior and exterior space), based on race, income, family size

and age, and other factorg influencing purchasing power and

preferences. They found that blacks consumed significantly

.less of the qualitative attributes, somewhat less exterior
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spac; and the same interior space. Their estimates suggest that,,

in the 'absence of discrimination black-consumption of :dwelling

quality would double,' and consumption of neighborhobd qualitY,

and ektbriot space would increase 15-20%. Unfortunately, the

absence of a 'price variable in their equations makes their

specificat on incomplete and their eStimates suspect.

StraszheimA1973, 1974, 1975) stratified his 1955 San Fran-

cisco Bay Area sample in six life-cycle and two racial categories,

.then-econometrically estimated.demand equations for the housing

components of rooms, age, and lot size based on income, prices

of different .:'benchmark" dwellings in the zone of residence,

and loCation in submarkets of differing racial compositions.

Hi then estimated what black housing consumption of these

attributes would be if both black incomes and housingpride/

income ratios were adjusted to levels of their white counter-

parts. For a married, middle-aged black household with children,

standardizing incomes closed.10-20% of the` interracial consumption

gap, standardizing price/income ratios closed 20-33% o the gap,

and eliminating the "housing, supply constraints", associated with

location in the ghetto housing submarket closed virtually all.

the rest of the gap (the specific amount depending on the
-

particular attribute in question). For this representative

black group it suggests .that the elimination of discrimination

would decrease-the age of dwelling consumed by about a third'

and the proportion consuming small lot sizes by about a tenth,

and leave the consumption of rooms virtuallyunchanged. The

major problem with this'study is that in thebonStruction of

2 4



the neighborhood Rrice variable the crucial housing components

dwellingneighborhoo4, and public service qualities were riot

con6ided, nor'tvere racial compositions. 14 Furthermore, no
T-A

24'

qualitati et houaingscomponents (which Kalil' and Quigley found so

importa t) were cOnsidered, other than age.

Conclusion"

There exipts much conclusiNie ey,i4qnce, derived from a variety.

of housing market's and empirical techniques,-whldh shows that blacks

pay significantly more than Whites.for comparable housing. The

magnitude Of this markup appears to be about 10120% overall, but

can be higher for higher income black

households seeking high quality housing in,particular areas. As

would be expected in such a situation,-blackSLhave been observed

to consume significantly less housing, even when income and

family life-cycle differences have been taken into account.,

Estimates suggest that, in the absence of discrimination, black
,

consumption of qualitative housing attributes would increase in

the range of 30-200%, and consumption of exterior yard space

would increase 10-20%. Additional research in the area of con-
A

sumption is warranted, however, so as to not only improve the

demand. specification by including-a correctly-estimated price

but ,also to, expand the estimates to cover a wider variety

of housingrelated attributes.



rReauced Homeownership Potential

f- h'In aw -as ianalogous on to the discussion, of the prev.ious.,r

-25

section, home ownership may be considered- is a housing attribute,-e
i -.

. _

whose consumption ymade more - difficult and/or expensive through-

such tactics as real `estate broker. "steering "" or:fineriCial insti-,

tution mortgage nation.{15 'Thu interracial variations

"/* in%hotheownershio rates. which cannot be explained by differenQes

in the demana for homeownership (based on i cgme, life-cycle

characteristics, relative prices of owning-vs. renting, etc.)

can_be attributed to discrimination.

A variety of\ similar studies have estimated .the probability

home ownership fur blacks and whites based on a variety of

income-and life -cycle factors, and all have concluded there

exists a significantly lower probability of homeownership for

blacks'whid Cannot be explained by differences in the above

factors. -Kaln and Quigley (1972, 1975) found a 9% dower probe-

bility.in their 1967 St. Louis Sample. McDonald (1974) .replicated'

the Kair i and,Quigley methodolo for 1965 Detroit data and found

10% probability differential. Straszheim (1973, 1975) estimated

approximately a 10% differential (which varied by life - cycle. group)

using his 1965 San Francisco sample. A national sample of house-

'holds in the 1967 Survey Of Economic Opportunity was analyzed by
L. A.," els(' Ira,. q-/0%. ot-41.-eski-to

Birnbaum and Weston (1974) 1v Finally, Roistather and Goodman used
A

41971 Panel Study of Income da&and'estimated a26% lower probability

of black homeownership.

The:remarkAble consistency of results in the,above studies

is diluted somewhat by the irresolution regarding three additional



factors potentially affecting= homeownership: cross-tenure prices,
k

Wealth,, and recent mover status: The relative prices of rental

vs. owner dwellings Aas strong a EEL2Ei-appeal as .a significant

variable, yet only Straszheim includes such a variable in his

' model and, unfortunately, as noted Bove the validity of these

price estimates may be questioned. The inclusion oflwealth as

an independent variable in the homeownership equatiOn of Birn-.

baum and Weston eliminated interracial disparities, but an

analogous inclusion of savings in e Roistacher and Goodman,

had no effect. Similarly, Kain_and Quigley `found that when

only recent movers-were conside'ked the interracial homeownership

g"ap persisted, while Roistacher and Goodman found no such gap ,

for thiS group.

ConclusiOn

The evidenbe Consistently suggests that housing discrimination
*.

reduced black homeownership pote tial by about 10 %, and thUs

nificantly reduces their access to his invaluable form of wealth
fc.F. Ma,ecu _

accumulation and inflation-hedgeY The magnitude of the estimate

seems uncomfortably sensitive to the spedification of some key

variable's: Additional research is' warranted which simultaneously

estimates homeoWnership and weal-1h, and utilizes accurate proxies.

for cross-tenure price differentials as well as controls for

recent mover status. Furthermore, thore study is need to deter-

mine:the significance of the limited.central city supply Of single

family dwellings suitable for purchase. Only then can the effects



Of the-centralizedpattern

be diatinguiahed from those of discrimination by brokers and lenders.-
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segregation on homeownership potential-

C. Higher Consumer Prices.

In SeCiion h A above it was ahown how onsumer prices were

systematically higher in central .city po'erty areas than.olsewhere

It wavalso demon6trated how some of this difference might be ex-

plained by factors raising central city retail firms' costs

ciuding those associated purely with central city location),

(in-

independent of any explicitly racial considerations. Here we

examine this latter facet of the problem.

Since housing market discrimination is a major force causing

the segregation of all minority econgraicclasses.in central city

areas one might logically presume that an analagous form of re-

tail market discrimination might also be occurring. Such dis-

crimination could be generated in two,ways. One might involve

prejudic &d white storekeepers (the dominant retail force in the

ghetto, c. f. Davis (1972, Ch. and Fusfeld. (1973, Ch. 4) )

demand some sort of "compensation" for dealing with minorities

due to their "tastes for discrimination," as in the Becker

Model (1957). While is virtually impossible to empirically

rasure-the extent of this prejudiced-based discrimination:

anecdotal evidence testifies to its existence. The sec-nd-

means may be independent of thera_ of the seller; all retailers

will charge higher priceS in any market with a more inelastic de-

mand when such a market can be offeCtively isolated from others,

the classic price diScrimination model. Clearly; such
'
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paradigm has more ,validity with low income, .low education recent

in-migrant consumers of any race, although= there is reason to

believe that real or perceived white hostility to minority con-
.

sumers in non-ghetto areas, perhaps coupled with language barriers

-Jor oreign -born minorities may add additional racial constraints.

Caplovitz's (1967) study of low income consumers in New York

City-did find that the above hypothesized nonracial factors did

affect the scope ofshopping.in the egpected -armor 'but claimed

thatthe.sdope of black shoppers was larger than_tha of Whites.

which; in turn, was much largerthan that of Puerto Ricans. No

multivariate controls were made in the test, however, and, as

Caplovit z. aathits, the fact that sampled.. blacks were generally

younger tended. bias the estimate of purely racial shopping

scope effects-(Caplovitz, (1967, Ch. 4)).
lb

Regardless Of which model of Consume- price discrimination

is more accurate, the evidence Clearly demonstrates that such

discrimination exists. Caplovitz's aforementioned study (1967,

Ch. 0 revealed that both blacks and Puerto 'Ricans had about

twice the likelihood of paying more than an arbitrary benchmark

pricey forfor TV's, phonographs and washers than did whites,

although the difference was primarily due to the more likely.

use of credit by minorities. 1t was unclear, however., whethpr

the means by which minorities-were "persuaded" to use credit .
I

and the terms of such were racially - `discriminatory. In addition,

the lack of multivariate controls on his tabular results inhibit

many gen6ralizations.

In a related critigueSturdivant and Wilhelm (in Sturdivant,

1969) claim Caplovitz's failure to standardize brand and model

2D



variations problematic,for one does not know whetter whites

generally selected are expensive models and brands or if this

shopping behavior was characteristic of either Minority studied.
:.--

They conducted fchecker". studies of TV set purchases in black,

Chicano, and white shopping districts using three cthetwise-

comparable' black, Chicano, andwhite couplies:in each. Three

of the most frequently used furniture and appliance stores in

each. of t.. two minority cOMMunities were-compared with'three:

stores offering comparable brands and models in an-average

white community. Results indicated that overall prices for a

29

given'product were always higher in the six ghettO area stores,.

regardless of the race of the buyer_ (indicating,, the aforementioned.

cost factor). While none of the black area stores discriminated

in cash prices, one of the three white area stores made 9% mark-

laps in cash prices for the minority couples, and two stores in

the Chicano area asked 3-5% ,More for Chicanos vs. whites, although

in.one case blacks paid more than whites and._ the .other case

vice. versa. When credit prices were considered, however, minori-

ties were blatantly discriminated against in two white area

stores, with - effective (and illegal) interest rates of over 40%

being charged. While relatively minor black-white differentials

occurred in black-area stores, one Chicano couple's credit price

was almost 25% higher than the others.13 These findings support

Caplovitz's inference that merchants utilize credit charges as

the predominant vehicle of discrimination .although such price

differentials. ere not as significant as those-between ghetto

and non-ghetto areas. unfortunately-, the limited sample of
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stores, checks, and products, involved in the Sturdivant study make

generalizations problematic.

Conclusion

The evidence suggests that minorj_ty consumers pay gher con-

sumer prices, especially considerable items bought on credit, than

do comparable whites. The interracial price differential appears,

small, however, compared to the rtail cost effect of operating in

central city poverty areas vs. in suburban non - poverty areas, al-

though the paucity of large scale, comprehensive, multivariate
t-

analysis make specific estimates of magnitudes impossible. A

great deal of further research is needed to disentangle these two

effec More comprehensive studies of. the pure race discrimin-
.

ation effect are especially needed to determine for what products,

in -wha4 types of and for7what type of prospective minOrit-

bUyer the .markups are most significant.

Limitations in Public Service Choices

In Section IIC above e saw how the pattern of residential

segregation led to inadequacies

services due to the weak fiscal

jurisdiction,.

be made which

in the provision of municipal

capacity of the central city

Here two related, but distinct, arguments will
.4,

deal with the partit4lar effects of discrimination

on public service choices, independent of which political juris-

diction those who are discrimina pd against reside in.
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Given the existence of a myriad of municipal jurisdictions

in most metropolitan areas, each offering a partidular level annd

mix of public services, one would expect that with unconstrained

residential location choices households would,,vote with

feet" and move into those municipalities offering (for them) the

optimal service package. Tiebout (1956) has argued that 'such

free movement of households between a: variety of "competing"

jurisdictions 1,7111 lead to a maximization of net benefits fo

the metropolitan area as a whole. Unfortunately, such-"vots_g
-

with your feet" is severely limited for minorities due to

housing market ` discrimination,. while lt has been widely

employed by whites (c 5. Bradford and Kelejian-U9,73)).
19

Housins

market discrimination, then, insofar as it restricts minorities

to any given political jurisdiction in which they reside, re-

4ices their choices of levels and mixes of public services and

thereby the likelihood that tt;ey can ObtainAm optimal. (well-

being maximizing), service package.

The second argument deals with p -lic services provision

within a jurisdiction, in Which Minorities may reside. If.the,

municipality spatially discriminates between the type and

quality of-servicesprollided-to--white vs. minority neighbor-

'hoods, -then the "choice"- of public service packages -is'further

reduced for minorities. (Note that such spatial discrimination

isonly feasible given residential segregation. Unfortunately,,

Only scattered,,evidence (concerning education and _once).
,--

exists to suggest that Interracial differences-in.-public

service provision ii due to ifftra- vs. inter-jurisdictiondI

32
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ides. 'Anecdotal evidence implies-that within central city

School districts the quality of education supplied to minorities

"Linda to b_ not only quantitatively- substandard, b t even more
--,,,

substandard qualitatively" (Sowell (1975-, p. 192),), -Such claimer

. Combined with Coleman's (1966),finding that minority student

-achievement-was strongly influenced'by'theirsense of'environ-

mental control,. have been used to justify "community. control"

Minority schools c.f. Clark,(1965, Ch.6)- Knowles and Prewitt

-(1969, th. 3)). Even more bitter comp aints,. from minority -com-

munities have arisen con erni lack of police protection--both

in terms of-the small number of patrolmen and the slowness d

apparent unconcern with which they respond to calls (-.f Kerner

CoMmissiOni,(1968), Knowles and Prewitt (1969, Ch. 5) and Sowell

(1975, Ch. 7)). , In addition Sowell (1975, pp -. 194-6) claims

that "the inequalities in the proVision of government services,

to . . minorities extend well beyond law and education

to garbage col ection, recreational facilities, and.innumerable

other service " Yet, the co ipehensive quantitztive data to

back up such a claim do not exist.

Conclusion

Housing discrimination reduces the w11 -being of minorities

by limiting their ability to reside in ,jurisdictions which pro-
,

Vide more optimal packages of public services. The magnitude

°of this cost is difficUlt to estimate until research is conducted

into the preferences. various.` racial /socioeconomic groups have for



public ei 1s /,mixes and comparisons made to moose packages

which they presently consume. Discrimination in the provision of

.public services between racially ,segregated neighborhoods within

a jurisdiction also exists. The evidence is strOngest in the
J

eas of education and police protection, -but e the lack

of systematic comparative research prohibits antra alysis of the

severity of this problem.

Socio-PsychologicalTroblems

Several -eneratiOns,of studies have documented the complex

web of social pathologies existing in the ghetto (c._ Frazier.,

(1939,1°1949), Mykdal (1944), Drake and Clayton ,(1945, Grossack

(1963), Clark (i965)). Though the interrelationships between

economic class, family status, demographics, rural-drban_migrat on

status, etc., and socio-psycho ogical problems are complicaed,

there is little doUbt that the prim6 causal force in the system

of pathologies is discrimination.

Discrimination and its associated racist institutions set

up a vast, interlocking arrayof econAlic, social, political,

d psychological barriers and "rejection mechanisms" (c.f.

Because of these barriers, minorities'

lose as sense of control .oer their lives and environment which,

in turn leads to a questioning of identity and s'weakening, of

self-esteem (c.f. Pettigrew (196.5, Ch. 1) and Bromley and LOngino

-(1972, Chs.-8-11) A variety of responses to such a situation

are possible (Allport (1954, Ch, 9)), but many psychoanalytic



studies of 4hettoites have conclu d that the adaptations 'atte ted

havefrequently been harmful= .

.

The_central problem of Negrd adaptation is oriented
toward the discrimifiation heosuffers and the
of this discrimination for the self-referential aspects
of his social orientation. . . . The conclusions derived
from different experimental approaches . . -. are essentially
the same. The major featurescof the Negro personality . . .

include fear of rely edness, suspicioh, mistrust, the enor-
mous problem of cont 01 of aggression, the denial mechanism
. . . (These) defects in adaptation . . . owe their estence
entirely to the arduous emotional conditions un.4er which the
Negro in America is obliged to live. (Kardinerand Ovesey
(1972, pp. 302, 337-9)).

Many of the reactions to this, special ,(discriminatory). burden
lead to personality damage and constriction -- anxiety, symbolic
status striving, self-hate, prejudice against others, meek-

_ ness, passivity,- social insulation, and extreme escapism.
(Pettigrew (1a64, p4. 55)).

,

(pf.doursei the above set of socio-pSyChological costs are

generated by the entire consolidated spectrum of discriminatory

. actions and institutions in America, and--Cannot be wholly attributed

-21to housing segregation. There are at least three wayS, hoWever

in which discriminatory` segregation can. generate or exacerbate

these LAoblems: Initially, enforced physical separation of two

groups in and,of itself.can perpetuate racial stereotypical roles.

(pit. Baron (- Knowles-andPrewitt, 1969)) and encourage the

mutual development.of "lack of understanding, suspicion, and
f-'

hostility." (Foreman (1971, p. 45)). Secondly, the reduced level

of black housing consumption analyzed i 'Section IIIA. above may

also have an indel;endentsocio-psychological,affect insofar as



I

it 'weakens the

of housing qua

personeli_ and/or family structure via inadequacies

d facilities, overcrowding and possible

doubling-up of households, etc. (c,f. U.S. Dept. of Labor (1965)

Kerner Commission (1968), andNForeman (1971, Chs- 4 8). Finally,

involuntary segregation means that it is immensely difficult for

any well - adjusted, stable bladk individUals and families to escape.

,the Undesirable influences of the., others 'Deptof

;iabor, (1965)).

The foregoihg discussion of pathologies should not-be inter-

-Preted as meaning that any mindrity deviation from white social norms

"problem," Recent initiatives:for- Black. pride," for example,

while encouraging. the creation of a clistinct-blaCk subculture, un-

doubtedly have:a variety o f beneficial outcomes in terms of-an

individual's sense of identity, power,lendaelf-worth (c.f. Foe-

man- (1971, -ch. -4)),and Bromley and Longing (1972,' Sect, III). This

formulation of distinct existential perspectives on social reality

is nede ry for it allows ghettoites "to stay alive and pt lose

their mind!' . (to have) some modicum.pf hope about a reason-,

ably gratifying life . . (to) preserve-for many the slim hope

that somehow they may be able to find admi anc for themSelves

or their children to the larger society" (Rainwater

-7))-.22

Conclusion

There exis s lo-dotibt that discrimination in 'American society

1973, p.

creates a host of socio-psychologixal problems for minorities,

stemming: from the ultimate sense of powerlessness Which it creates:
,



in individuals. Discrimination leadinq to housing segregation has

its own distinct contributions to thiA overa 1 situation, althnough

its significance cannot be assessed.. Lt is, of course, inherently

difficult to quantify such socio-psychologic 1 problems, but

greater research into the contributions whic such problems make

to such pathologies as crime, drug abuse, illegitimacy,- school

dropout etc. could go far ain providing more tangible estimates.
A

oeharm. In a*larger sense, efforts are also needed to discover

which (if any) element in the inte1.1 citing arra of discrimination

-

is the central root of sociopsycholoqical costs; so, as to know

h6w to prioritize public anti-discriminatory policieS,.

IV Direct and indirect Costs of ion

in the Context the Ghetto Subsystem

In this concluding section of this chapterthe direct-costs

01 both the' centraliied. pattern of segregation and its dis-

oriininatory cause will be placed,in the broader contet-ot he

ghetto subsysteM.

As has been understood for a long time, "'racial - segregation

in residential areas,provides the basic Structure for other forms

ofinstitutibnal segregation" (Johnson, 1943, p.8 ). More spetific7.

ally, 'we -can trace in detail the ramifications of tht'Problems

which the current pattern and cause of segregation generate. A.

schematic flow chart presented below will arisist in this task.-

We have demonstrated, for instance, how seg.egatipn. (the

37
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.40' hysical ghetto" on the accompanying haS resulted in

limitations on job opportunities accessibility which directly

contribute to the poverty prob'im in the minority commpity (the

conomic ghetto" on the chart). The socio-psyChological

pathologies and inadequate minority public services (the 4-letto

Human Costs "' further contribute to the economic ghetto by re-

ducing the "human capital" or potential prodictivity of potential

minority workers, making them less- likely-to be hired or given
, .

nigh wage jobS _cre'indirect effect of the human costs of

the ghetto is that the reinforce or "legitimize" white racial

prejudices and racisinstiuti f. Thuro (1969,-M

and Baron (in Knowles and Pre witt (1971)). In other words, it

becomes "easier" to discriminate in hiring, wages, occupational

status, etc. if the minority worker can be viewed as "uneducated,"

"apathetic," "violent, etc. Discrimination in consumer goods

and public service provision is similarly encouraged. Such forms

f discrimination, of course, form a significant added dimension

oftheconomic conditions of the ghetto.
)

The process does'not stop here, however The resultant

poverty and unempldyment, inflated housing and/-consumer

and inadequate public services "feedback" to magnify the etto

human costs-. (cff..Vusfele(1973, Ch;4)). Such unstable- frustrating

economic, conditions can be seen as a main force in generiting sooio-

ppychological,problems, crime, and especially the instability of

the black family (U.S. Dept. of Labor (1965)). In addition, the

tax base -of.the central- city jurisdiction is eroded while demands

for compensatory.pnblic spending simult4neously rise, contributing

4 1
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further to the fiscal incapacities of the minority political juris-

diction. What is crewed, in other words, is a mutually-reinforcing

subsystem which perpetuates minority economic inferiority:

The sum of deteriorating fiscal facilities in the ghetto,
inferior education, .low incomes, . and the inability
to provide needed public services and intrastructure--.
result in a rapidly declining level of environmental
quality in the ghetto region.' The low level of environ-
mental quality militates against the possibility of an-
individual breaking out of)this chain of interacting
circular causation. (Henderson and Ledebur (1972,
p. 167)) .

The strained economic circumstances and severe .human costs

of the ghetto have a final effect in the subsystem. The exader-

bated poverty of minorities contributes to their extent of

residential segregation purely on the basis of income class.

The. socio-pSychological pathologies of the ghetto reinforce,

white prejudices and inten ify their desires to voluntarily
,

self-segregate and to enfor such segregation through a variety

of discriminatory techniques in the housing matke t.29 Thus, the

very segregation -which spawns a variety of problems is-indirectly

intensified by the results of these problems. We have in America

a ghetto subsystem based on complex interrelationships :of circular

causation', which operates so as to 'cumulatively ma4nify the costs

generated by the subsystem and to'perpetuate the subsystem itself

In other words, "the whole environment of the ghetto interacts

a way that tends to lock a ghetto resident into the region-and to

deprive hiM,of-opportunities for material betterment that are

available to residents of other regions of urban areas." (Hender-

son and Ledebur (1972, p. 167)).



Conclusion

The full cost of discrimination and segregation cannot be

39-

adequately understood without reference to their role in the broader

context of the ghetto subsystem. The direct costs of both the

cntralized .pattern of discrimination and its discriminatory cause,

seve& aa they a e, wujoukifedly'pi,oglucege.valtp-Severe indirect costs.

the intensification of the economic Problems bf the ghetto and

those white racist attitudes and institutions, which form the very

foundation of)the ghetto subsystem, Such effects, in turn, further

reinforce segregation and a wide range of discriminatory practices.

Research is needed to show at which link(s) in this circular causa-

tion subsystem public policy could be most effectively applied so

as to reduce the cumulative costs of the ghetto.



V. Summary
ffi

Findings

The foregoing analysis has sho that both the centralized_pattern

urban racial segregation and it's predominant discriminatory cause have

directli imposed significant burdens on minorities. Centralizati

40

has reduced

minority job opportunities and accessibility, in light of the significant suburban

'.expansion of jobs and the concomitant inadequacy of employment information flo

and transportation availability for central city residents. A variety of factors

associated with central city location increase the costs of- retail business

there, leading to higher consumer prices for local shoppers. .Acid weaknesses

in central city fiscal-capacity force residents to bear ever greater tax burdens

while still receiving an inadequate quality of public services.

Housing market discrimination has created significantly higher housing,

prices and lower levels of housing consumption and homeownership rates for

minorities.- Their choices in alternative public servicq>packages has been

effectively eliminatdd, and the potential for intra-jurisdictional discrimifiation

in the provision of public services has been enhanced. Finally, a host

of socio-psychological problems itiMMingrom the reduction in the sense of-

personal power and control have resulted from discrimination.

Perhaps significantly, centralized, disCriminatory segregation

indirectly contributes to the maintainance of the broader ghetto subsystem.

Lowered job opportunities/accessibility, socio-psychological problems, end

. lack of public humad services contribute to the deperate ,economic conditions

of the ghetto. These conditions encpurage white prejudice and discrimination

in employment and other sectors, which combine to exacerbdte the weakness of

the tax base, the poverty, and the socio-psychological problems of the ghetto.

Finally, the economic conditions and attitudes generated by this process



intensify the underlying centralized, discriminatory segregation pattern,

and the process continues.

In sum, there exists a clear cut, acute need to immediately formulate

policies lo directly attack housing market discrimination, for it is this factor

which lies at the root o many of the significant burdens born by minorities

in the U.S. today.



-FOOTNOTES

It might be argued that the centralized ghetto Also implies

decreaspd jobs opportunities and,apcessibility for suburban whites

who might work in central cities The argument is not symmetric

with-the case for out - commuting ghettoites, howeVer, since subur-

banites are compensated for their lengthened do _gtes by lower

suburban land rents and densities (c.f. Kain, in Pynoo8, et. al.

(1973)). Furthermdre, since a significant extent of the central

ghetto pattern is created by white discriminatory practices, one

must presume that the white community is willing to bear the

extra costs.of lengthened commutes.

2Kain was careful to explain that such an estimate was ex-
)

tremely tentative and subject to variety cf unproven assumptions.

30ffner,and Saks stressed that this result did not disprove

the,Kain hypothesis, but merely noted sensitivity of results to

form o sti ating function employed in analysis.

4,,Mooney downplayed the .latter indings and stressed the

aparaive dominance of the macroeconomib unemployment effect

compared to the segregation effect.

-Master's study (1974) of black/white earnings differentials

is not considered in detail, here. Although it claims to show that

segregation did not limit either the quantity or quality of job

opportunities there is no inclusion of the spatial distribution

of jobs relative to black areas, other labor market conditions,

etc. (c.f. Kain, in vonFur tenberg (1974)).

46



8These results supporting the importance of segregation and

.
job dispersal were curiously downplayed by Friedlander in C-1 4,

and -blatan-ly misrepresented by. subsequent rqaders of his work.

(c,f. -h F ro by Eli Ginzberg-in Friedlander (1972) and

-Harrison, in von Furstenberg (1974) p. 5.)'.

7_ k
total number Of job

-hickwithin zones hich are under one hour (45 m'nutes)-commuting

time from residence by public transit (auto) and weigh each

zone's employment blithe inverse square of the travel tii

between residence and that zone.

8Another way in which Centrality may, effectively raise con-

sumer prices for ghettoites is through increasing the time and

monetary costs associated with shopping trips. kAs in the case

of employment, a plethora of new shopping activities are opening.-

up in the suburbs. Whether or not such activities offer greater

potentialities than nearby CBD areas is questionable, however.

9The larger debate s grounding these studies has been con-

cerned with whether measuable quality differences. between

schools lead to significantly different results in academic

.performance, Coleman and Jencks claim that factors other

than school are much more important in determining achievement.

Nevertheless, neither suggests that interracial variations in

.school quality. are. void of and significance or should be

tolerated..

10Concerning the'question of black concentrationlin the

central city jurisdiction, one often hears the argument that

such concentrations provide a compensatory benefit since it



creates a political power- base for the minority 'co_ unity (c.f.

del (inzfael and Rothenberg, 1972)). Wilson '(1960, 27) notes,

e things being equal, Negro political Strength in the .

city 'organizations tends to be directly proportional to the size

and density of the Negro population."

Undoubdly, the present extent of black elected officls

from central city areas can be attributed to a-large me ure.

td thecurrent s regation pattern. The central question hoW-

ever, is whether such central city political dominance actually

provides the power to make needed-changes for-the -community'

-.f. Baron lin. Knowles and Prewitt, 1969)).7 The sad truth may

that given the paucity of financial resources and an impotence

vis-arvis white institutions, "the (black political) represents-

-Ives do not have it in their poWer to,alter fundamentally the

.the'Negro." (Wilson (1960, p. 456)).

11The constraints on minority housing demand-in whit 'areas

also-be-seen as maintaining white housing prices at arti-

cLally-low levels. While such may be the cas, in the short

long run nondiscriminatory housing market equili

:Ot produce significantly higher white prices-.than currently::

long run housing supply function iS clbse to perfectly.., ,

tio (although it. would result in lower rionite housing

is unclear whether the variations in housing .quality,

eYare,the key to the degree of markup hereas opposed to

class/family type characteristics of the black

A4046i4nvolved, as suggested by ulster. Tkt L 'Fon

veA, c44- ektinoo loc in

16 le errors L±101)At Fit) r cpec ca.*/

/ *tic .z OE E p12d, on aeponlori
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131 rictions on-the range of choice,of particular housing

at-- butes may also be the result of discrimination. For example,

newer dwellings on large lots may be virtually impossible to find

in minority housing marcets, although this is due to the central

city location-of the ghetto rather than discrimination per-se

(c.f. Rain and Quigleyi (1975)).

\14i10.61, the Rain and Quigley and Straszheim studies assume

no systertatic intelacial difference inhousing-preferendes once

.life-cycle/demographiO characteristics of the household have

been controlled. New evidence suggests this assumption may

not be entirely valid, as blacks show a tendency for a greater

5-
-aversion to older dwellings and a smaller attraction to larger

dwellings than

15Lending institutions might discriminate agai

comparable white households (c.f. Galster (1978)).

blacks

simply because they feel blacks are poorer credit risks or because

the house be contemplated for financing is likely to be Older

and in declining neighborhood. This latter factor is more directly

traced to the centralized pattern of segregation today. Another

factor related to centralization is that there are likely to be

fle.46r single family home 6 per capita available for sale in,central-
.

-city, areas,. regardless of the race of the area. McDonald (19,74)

estimates that over-hal "the interracial differential homeowner-
,

- ship probabilities c bi_ traced to this supply factor. In,um,

it is difficult here to separate out the effects Of direct

-crimination against potential minority home-buyers vs. those of

limited supply of .single family dwellings in-central cities.



exist

though it is certainly true that racial retail discrimination can

grated neighborhoed, it should be clearly noted how ent a

segregation can contribute to the prooem, albeit indirectly. The severe

ree den al choice limitation we have identified in.-American cities may likely

engender in minorities a sense of being limited in their shopping choices

as well. Such a perception if white- hostility .in the hohs ng market could_

encourage m limit their "shopping" activities (for retail oods

as well as homes) to their local_neighborhoods. This, in turn, would tend

eke retail produce-de d in such minority areas less elastic than. it

otherwise would be d give local merchants increased market power, thereby

raising the specter of classic price discrimination.



F-$4100 for a,combination TV, $300 for a table or portable TV,

00 for a phonograph, and6230 for a washing machine.

131n the Chicano area stores the white couple .was frequently
.

given worse credit terms than either minor ty,acuple.

11 There are, of course, mobilityconstraints.plaCed upon the

poor of any race but, as demonstrated.in Ch. 11, such explains

little racial segregation compared to discrimination.

7-o'Kardiner= and Ovesey (1972,-Ch. 11) see this loss of environ-

mental control - -tiis sense of being mangled by the world-as mani-

fested in the plethora of black "mutilation fantasies" revealed

in psychoanalytic tests.

2111 does not appear, however, that.these socio-psychological

harms are concentrated only in the lower economic classes of blacks.

On the contrary, psychoanalytic work indicates that while the

source of Frustration and the ,type of adjustment mechanisms used

dAfer between minority income groups, "the sum total of frustra

tion remains the same" Gardiner and Ovesey (1972, p. _35)).

221n fact, it may e that such creative responses to such a

situation of deprivation and frustration are possible only through

the "limited functional autonomy" (Rainwater (1973, pp. 5 -6))

precisely due to the almost complete Physical Lion of the

ghetto from dominant white social forces.

23Blocks in the diagram which are divided Vertically indicate-

the contrast between emphases on individualistic vs. institutional

factors

24Subcultural 4eveloptbryts in the ghetto may also increase,

minorities' desires to.voluntarily self-segregate.
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